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ABSTRACT 
Reinforced soil bed is a soil foundation containing horizontally embedded 
thin flat metal strips, ties or grids called as reinforcements Model studies of footmgs 
on reinforced soil beds by several researchers (Bmquet and Lee, 1975a,b, Basset and 
Last, 1978, Akinmusuru and Akinbolade, 1981, Patel, 1982, Ramaswamy and Young, 
1983, Fragaszy and Lawton, 1984, Singh, 1988, Bindumadhava, 1990, Beena, 1993 
and Yetimoglu et al, 1994) have clearly indicated the advantages and possibilltles of 
improvement in bearing capacity by reinforcing the soil Several investigations 
reported in the past (Binquet and Lee, 1975a,b, Huang and Tatsuoka, 1988, Sr~dharan 
et a1 , 1988 and Brocklehurst, 1993) have shown that the improvement in load carrying 
capacity is higher at higher imposed footing loads or at greater footmg settlements for 
remforced soil beds 
Review of literature on the reinforced soil foundation shows that the factors 
such as properties of sod, reinforcement and configuration of reinforcement have 
sign~ficant influence on the behaviour of reinforced soil beds Further, the 
performance of reinforced sol1 beds depend largely on interaction of soil and the 
reinforcement From discussions in the literature, one can find that it is difficult to 
conduct experimental or model studies to understand the influence of each of these 
factors on the behaviour of remforced soil beds as it is quite expensive and time 
consuming Moreover, ulcorporat~ng the mfluence of all these factors into any of the 
closed farm solutions is difficult Thus there exlsts a wide scope for rigorous 
numencal analyses 
Reinforcements are often included In the sot1 beds by providmg a finite 
granular fill over a weak clay layer whose load carrying capacity has to be impraved 
Lrmrted mformation 1s avarlable on reinforced two-layer sol1 system (Qmud and 
Nomy, 198 1, Blmiwnadhava, 1990 anid Brwklehmg 1 9 9 3 )  E v a  mprted rosaarch 
of mmf~rcab twociayer sod ~ys ten~  m lmrted to pavements 
r$ on repeated toadmg Hence there 1s a need to understand the 
soil-reinforcement interaction behaviour under a footing placed on a two-layered soil 
system This aspect can be conveniently studied using finite element method 
In the light of the above discussrons t h s  study has been essentially aimed at 
charactensing the behaviour of remforced soil beds by developing a rigorous nonlinear 
finite element analysis for reinforced soil beds This provides an opportunity to get a 
better insight into soil-reinforcement interaction mechanism and clear understanding 
of the overall behaviour However, keeping in view the practical situations prevailing 
m the field, a slrnple mechanistic approach for the analysis of reinforced two-layer soil 
bed is also attempted in the present study 
The following are the objectives of the present investigation 
+ to develop a model considering the nonlinear confining stress dependent behaviour 
of soil, reinforcement and soil-reinforcement interface behaviour using finite 
element procedure 
to analyze and understand soil-rexnforcement interaction mechanisms 
+ to conduct detailed parametr~c studies by varying soil and reinforcement properties 
to assess their influence on overall behaviour of both reinforced semi-infinite and 
two-layer soil beds 
+ to develop a simple, yet reasonable method of analysis for the design of reinforced 
soil bed treating it as a two-layer soil system 
In the present invesbgation an interface element with zero width is incorporated 
to represent the actual interface slip between the soil and remforcement which 1s 
implemented in a nonlinear finite element analyszs program developed by Byrne and 
Duncan (1979) The program with appropriate madifications brought about by adding 
new element into the ex~shng element library 1s referred to as Nonl~near Soil- 
Reinforcement Interaction Program (NLSRiP) in this than The sox1 matrix 1s 
represented in NLSRIP by four nded qusdnlated elements and relrsforGement by 
tw-drmexnsro~tb~f beam ar bar elements Both soil and mnterfact eimmb ar;e a ~ m r e d  
o .prmaWm of ~tJass-stnun mIabonship Each component of 
v d f i d  Thc p m ~  w also validated using the model test results 
IMhxrrr: for both unreinforced and reinforced soil beds The required soil, 
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reinforcement and interface properties are adopted suitably Validation of the program 
and comparison of FEM predictions with model test results are presented in Chapter 3 
Pararnetrrc study is performed by varying soil and reinforcement properties that 
affect the behaviour of reinforced semi-infinite soil beds Analyses are conducted with 
and without using interface elements to highlrght lherr effect on the behaviour of 
reinforced soil bed An attempt is made in this rnvestigation to understand the 
mechanrsm of soil-remforcement interaction by studying changes occurring due to the 
inclusion of reinforcement rnside the so11 system, interns of altered stresses, 
displacements and tensile force developed in the reinforcement, at each increment of 
imposed footrng load To present these diagrams, programs have been developed usmg 
post script language The variation of tensile force developed in the reinforcement is 
studred for different types of reinforcement Changes in magnrtudes of stresses and 
displacements with the inclusion of several reinforcing layers have also been studied 
and presented in Chapter 4 
A lmited effort is devoted in Chapter 5 to invest~gate mechan~sms of 
soil-reinforcement interactions in reinforced so11 beds considering a two-layer soil 
system An analysis IS carried out using nonlinear finite element program (NLSRIP), 
wh~ch brings out the effects of variatton in properties of top and bottom layers 
D~splticements and stresses inside two-layer soil system are studied at each increment 
of imposed footing load for both unrernforced and reinforced soil systems The study 
provides a better understanding of the soil-reinforcement interactron in remforced 
two-layer soil beds From the above results of numerical analyses using NLSRIP it is 
found that the behaviour of reinforced so11 beds can be fully and effecbvely predicted 
and overall behav~our of reinfaced soil beds can be explaned satxsfactonly 
Considering prachcal situat~ons where rn such rigorous numer~cai mJyaes zs 
not requued due to inherent hmtahdns, a simple aslalrytwil m W  for the depl 
rexnforc& sOrl .bad s ~ s  a two-layer ma1 system IS 4th pwpod Pn?@OrJgileC;f mthiaa B 
F and mechan~kw ttpprowh of BmqM md Lee (1975b) fw 
WdaSqwte w11 system The method of mdysis is based on the stress 
ais h d e  the soil systgm at the assumad remforcement layer levels The stress 
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distribution Inside the soil mass can be determined using contact pressure dlstribution 
beneath the footlng as loading on the soil mass The original method assumes uniform 
contact pressure dlstribut~on beneath the model footing which is realistic only m case 
of flexlble footings, and has been in contrast with the observed non-unlform contact 
pressure d~stribution beneath rigid footings (Selvadurai, 1979) lhls non-uniform 
contact pressure distribution can significantly alter the stress distrrbution rnside the 
so11 system (Balakr~shna, 1992 and Vmod, 1995) Therefore in Chapter 6, a more 
realistic contact pressure distribution below rigid footmgs has been considered and 
altered stress dlstnbution inslde the two-layer soil system has been obtained To 
simulate conditions under flexlble and rigld footings, both uniform and non-uniform 
contact pressure distributions are considered separately while determinrng the stress 
distributions inside the two-layer soil system By incorporating this mod~fied contact 
pressure d~siribut~on beneath the footing and a consequent mod~ilcat~on I stress 
dlstribution Inside the soil mass, non-dimensional parameters requlred for the analyses 
of reinforced two-layer soil bed are calculated using Binquet and Lee's approach and 
are presented as non-dimensional charts The use of these non-dimensional charts m 
the design is illustrated with examples Comparative analyses are carried out between 
the results obtaxned fkom the proposed simple method and frnite element results on 
sirn~lar studles 
Finally, Chapter 7 presents the important conclus~ons derived from the above 
research work and hrther scope for the work m th~s  direction It can be generally 
concluded fiom the present investigation that the mtroduction of the reinforcement 
Increases the load canylng capacity and decreases the settlement of sod bed for any 
gxven load and depends on the soil and re~nforcernent properties Hlgber the stiflhc=ss 
of the reinforcement h~ghex IS the load carrymg capacity af soil bed Effect of variatmn 
m sol1 propertus is more pronounced for unremforced soil bed than remforced ~f 
bed For ranforced two-layer soil beds the rmprovemmt in load canying capacity IS 
dut $0 &@ aulimn of m u l a r  upper layer and reinforcement 
